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Topics covered
“MPG” label for label for new & existing homes
• Should homes be labeled?
• What should a label display?
• How to inform stakeholders to easily understand the impact of green
building and home improvements on energy consumption
• Can home labeling progress influence homeowners & builders to
make energy efficiency improvements?
• Oregon & Washington labeling pilot outcomes, recommendations,
and national progress

EAI: Areas of Expertise
►Consulting
►Certification Programs
►Technical services
►Program development,
licensing, & management

►Education and training
►Quality Control & oversight

Recovery Act

Investments made in EE &
RE to:

►Save consumers $
► Reduce energy costs &
consumption

► Reduce environmental
impacts

Barriers to Residential Uptake
• Confusion over necessary versus
unnecessary measures
• Affordability
• Lack of metric to assure payback
Oregon pilot:
• Simplicity
• Trust
• Accountability

WANTED!
• A simple market
mechanism that
incentivizes multiple
sectors
• A foundation for an
energy efficiency
infrastructure
• A delivery system
that makes energy
upgrades a nobrainer

Labels guide behavior; drives market
• Guide performance
• Promote improvements
• Allow comparison

Labels: reflect whole house energy

► Asset
► Operational

Residential audits: consumer challenge

• The goal of the audit & report is to spur
consumer upgrade action
• Non-standard forms make this
challenging for the homeowner

“MPG” for new & existing homes
Energy Performance Score (EPS)

Asset rating: The needed “MPG” for homes
• Absolute site energy consumption per annum
• Associated carbon emissions per annum

Desirable outcomes of any “MPG” label
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apply to any new & any existing home

•

Work with any 3rd-party certified green/EE program + existing audit
programs

•
•
•
•
•

Reflect builder performance & eliminate green washing claims

Timeless
Allow meaningful comparison
Spur consumer action
Allow common terminology in an energy discussion
Increase demand for contractor & builder services for high performance
homes

Stimulate preferred mortgage & insurance products
Empower Realtors with sales proposition
Link to MLS
=> Market mechanism for stakeholders

Building labeling history

International labeling efforts
►European Union Energy
Performance of Buildings
Directive (EPBD)

►Australia

Europe: Energy Performance Certificate

Australia: House Energy Rating Scheme

National labeling efforts

►HERS Index
►HES-Pro
►EnergySmart Home Scale
►Home Energy Score (US DOE)
►Energy Performance Score (EPS)

HERS index
► HERS index a

recognized index of
efficiency

► Used in EEM and EIM
products

► Modeling tool used by
RESNET raters

Index vs actual consumption
► HERS index on 100 – 0 scale indicates energy efficiency relative
to HERS reference home built to code

► HERS index does not factor house size (energy per square foot)
► HERS index works well for new homes to calculate delta
► Non-comparable between homes
► Does not offer sense of magnitude of energy use
► Asset label should indicate absolute actual energy consumption
► Asset label should account for house size
► Asset label should address new and existing homes
► Asset label should allow home-to-home comparison
► Asset label could highlight carbon measure

Consumption vs Index
Both homes have a HERS score of 70

EPS Score of 178

EPS Score of 62

HESpro - LBNL
► Online
► Energy assessment based on all end uses
► Recommendations
► Estimates carbon footprint

Oregon EPS

► Energy Performance Score (EPS) existing 300 home pilot 2008
►EPS issued for New Homes 2010
► Positive builder (90%), Realtor (89%), and consumer (100%)
feedback

Does a home label motivate?
The Earth Advantage EPS Pilot Program was very useful to us in targeting things that we
could do to reduce the energy use for our home in Oregon.

We had already

installed a high efficiency heat pump system, and we were planning on
installing new energy-efficient windows, but the pilot program showed us
that we could also save energy by increasing the amount of insulation in
our attic, installing insulation in our crawl space (we had none), and
doing air and duct sealing.
our energy use every month.

We did all those improvements and I have been tracking

We have saved 33% overall in the last year, and

that greatly reduces our energy bill and carbon footprint. We are planning on adding a 5.3
Kwatt solar system to our roof this spring to reduce our electric consumption even more,
and we are already on our local utility's "Clean Wind" program.
posted by Steven Carlin

Reproduced, courtesy of Dr.
Steven Carlin, Portland OR
homeowner

Consumption: results following EPS ‘08 audit
Carlin Residence Electric Use (KWh)
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EPS for New Homes in Oregon

New homes builder response

For a limited time, prospective home
buyers can receive a free Energy
Performance evaluation of their
current home for comparison against
other homes they are considering.
Source: Energy Trust of Oregon

OR SB79 evolution – Energy Performance Score

• Task Force developed recommendations for a
voluntary and mandatory energy performance
scoring system for new & existing commercial
and residential buildings.
• The Task Force recommended a voluntary
energy performance scoring system for ODOE
July 1, 2010.
• EPS re-entered 2011 legislative session
proposing mandatory EPS disclosure in
Oregon’s Jobs & Prosperity Act (HB 3535)

OR HB 3535
• Becomes operative January 1, 2012.
• Requires landlords and sellers to disclose energy
performance of buildings and units for rent or sale to
prospective tenants and buyers.
• Shall integrate the greenhouse gas emissions rating
system into the energy performance rating system
• Establishes exemption from property taxation for
buildings, structures and improvements that meet
specified criteria relating to energy efficiency.

2009 SB 5854, Washington

• Energy Efficiency [Washington HB1747, SB5854 Section 7]:
tasked CTED to recommend a “methodology to determine
an energy performance score for residential buildings and
an implementation strategy to use such information to
improve the energy efficiency of the state's existing housing
supply”

Labeling initiatives: plethora
Region
INT
INT

INT

INT
INT
INT
INT
INT

INT

INT

Jurisdiction

Status

Summary

Australia
Planned for May
Plans to develop national-level system based on ACT. At least one state (Queensland) has a system in effect.
national
2011
Australian
Asset rating required since 1997 at time of sale, in all advertising. Pioneer in mandatory disclosure, source of most
Capital Territory In effect
significant study to date on impacts.
(ACT)
Legislation first introduced in 1996 and updated in 2006 to meet EPBD (see European Union below).
For large buildings (>1500m2), labelling required yearly. Includes Energy rating, energy plan (recommendations w/
investment cost, estimated savings, lifetime of investment and payback), energy management (objective to have an
appointed energy mgr who tracks data monthly) and registration of consumption data (separate for heating, electricity and
Denmark
In effect
water consumption). Also estimated environmental impact.
For small buildings (<1500m2), labelling required at Time of Sale. Includes energy rating, energy plan with supporting
documentation, detailed registration of building and installations, and calculated consumption
Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) required all member countries to have labeling schemes in place by
European Union In effect
January 2009. $4-500 euros/home delivery cost. Over 1 million ratings complete. "Concerted Action" group working to
bring ratings to common platform. New software in 2009. QA/QC issues have arisen.
Diagnostic de performance énergétique (DPE) required since Nov. 2006 for Time of Sale transactions and July 2007 for Time
France
In effect
of Rental.
Under
New Zealand
Development of residential mandatory disclosure included as action item in New Zealand Energy Strategy
consideration
Planned for
Green Energy Act approved May 2009. Sets up residential disclosure program with rating system, etc. to be determined.
Ontario
DATE TBD
Implementation date unknown Disclosure will be once buyer has made an offer, and buyer can opt to waive requirement.
Pilots planned
Quebec
Quebec's Energy Efficiency Agency has proposed a pilot project for implementation in 2010/2011.
for 2011
The Xinhua News reports that starting in 2008, all sales of new homes in Shandong Province must include information on
the building's energy consumption and energy-saving measures in the contract and related documents. The requirement
comes from Shandong's "Comprehensive Plan for Energy-Saving and Emission Reduction," under which energy-savings will
be more stringently managed and efforts to promote green buildings will be intensified. Shandong will also
Shandong China In effect
strengthen the supervision of energy consumption standards for new buildings, implement testing of building energy
efficiency, restrict construction permits, and improve the verification system for building energyefficiency designs. Designs
that fail to meet standards will not receive construction permits; constructed buildings that do not meet standards cannot
be sold.
Energy Performance Certificates (EPC) required on construction, sale or rental of all residential and comm. buildings since
UK
In effect
October 1st 2008. Display Energy Certificates (DEC) required since the same date for all public buildings. Residential EPC is
part of documents required in the Home Information Pack (HIP).

Type of rating
(asset vs
operational)
Asset (presumed)
Asset

Asset

Asset
Asset
Unknown
Unknown
TBD

Unknown

Asset

Labeling initiatives: plethora
Region

Jurisdiction

Status

Summary
Ordnance #20081106-47 sets out requirements for mandatory audits for residential, commercial and multifamily buildings receiving service from Austin Electric
Utility (AEU). Rules for audits and auditor certification to be developed by the director of AEU. In effect as of June 1st, 2009.
Residential building owners must provide energy audits to prospective buyers at time of sale, with audits being valid for ten years. No rating included.
Multifamily building owners must have audits performed by June 1, 2011 if the building was built before June 1st, 1999. Newer facilities must have audits
performed within ten years of construction. Audit results must be provided to all tenants.
High Use MF buildings (defined as consuming 150% of average) will be required to reduce energy consumption to no more than 110% of average within 18
months.
Note that original provisions for mandatory upgrades were mostly defeated, except the MF provision.

Type of rating (asset vs
operational)

US

Austin, TX

In effect

US

California

Past proposal

California Energy Commission proposed mandatory disclosure schemes for residential sectors in 2005, as part of an overview of options for improving efficiency
in existing buildings (in response to both AB549 and S-20-04). Current status of work on residential mandatory labeling unknown, but there apprears to be some Unknown
activity in considering labeling from PowerPoint presentations found on the web.

US

Federal Government

Active proposal

Waxman-Markey bill contains a provision whereby the EPA would develop a model label for use in both residential and commercial labelling; test it with a pilot
program aimed at improving baseline datasets (CBECS in particular); apply it to DoE and EPA facilities; and provide funding to states that adopt mandatory
labelling requirements.
National Building Rating Program announced fall 2009 by DOE. DOE announced plans to have label developed by fall 2010.

Asset and operational

US

Maine

In effect

Truth in Heating Act -bill disclosure

Bill disclosure

US

Massachusetts

Past proposal

2008 bill (SB2468) substantially weakened in final form (SB2768): mandatory audits and Time of Sale disclosure downgraded to information provision to home
buyers re the benefits of audits. Bill did not pass. Mass. utilities planning on piloting a labeling initiative in 2010 to meet internal "metrics requirement".

Unknown

US

Montgomery County,
In effect
MD

Bill 31-07 requires home sellers to provide buyers with copies of all energy bills for the last 12 months, before the sale of the home, as well as a standard
information package on retrofits. Came into effect in January 2009. Does not require energy audit. County government is exploring the option of eventually
requiring an audit.

Bill disclosure

US

Nevada

Planned for 2011

Nevada Senate Bill 437 (SB 437) signed into law in June 2007, requiring NSOE to develop a residential time of sale disclosure program. The program is slated to
come into force as of Jan 1, 2011, but further details had not yet been developed as of May 2009.

Unknown

US

New Jersey

Past proposals

S706 and AB1630 were active in 2009 - but did not pass. The bills would have require that home inspectors also conduct an energy efficiency analysis and
provide a rating, using a to-be- determined rating system and methodology. Opposed by the home inspection industry, principally because of the risk that this
will make home inspections prohibitively expensive.

Unknown

US
US

New York City
New York State

Unknown
In effect

NYC has a commercial benchmarking ordinance, but, we are unaware of any residential (SF) building labeling initiatives in NYC.
Truth in Heating Act - bill disclosure

In Development

SB79 passed into law; directs State Department of Energy to develop an Energy Performance Score rating system, regulations and administrative infrastructure
to allow mandatory disclosure at time of sale for both residential buildings and non-residential buildings larger than 20 000 ft2. Voluntary by Oct. 2010,
mandatory in 2012. Currently developing rules. All new construction homes that participate in Energy Trust of Oregon program receives an Energy Performance Unknown
Score (EPS) label. MLS system currently captures ENERGY STAR, LEED or Earth Advantage and AFUE. Governor's task force is working on this, looking at the EPS
system along with other options.

No rating - audit only.

Bill disclosure

US

Oregon

US

Santa Fe, New Mexico In effect

Ordinance 2007-38 requires that HERS ratings be posted in a conspicuous place in all new single family homes as of January 2008.

Asset

US
US
US

Vermont
Washington
Wyoming

2009 bill substantially weakened due to Realtor lobbying -allowed either buyer or seller to opt out. Not passed.
Some activity is under way, but were not able to substantiate. SB 5854, Section 7 addresses energy labeling. CTED has issued recommendation paper.
Portland Energy Conservation Inc. is presumably working on a labeling effort.

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Defeated
Unknown

Washington EPS adoption

► Part of Seattle’s Clean Energy, Efficient
Buildings strategy for 5,000 EPS pilot

► Bellingham 1,500 home pilot
► Recently signed Snohomish County 600
home pilot

► EPS part of Community Power Works
4,000 home audit & retrofit program in
SE Seattle

► Integrates EPS into real estate market
► Message & behavior study with LBNL
“We use EPS information as a marketing tool to help sell our homes,” said Aaron
Fairchild, president of G2B Ventures, a Seattle-based real estate investment firm. “The
EPS is an amazingly innovative tool that will help us transform the Seattle real estate
market.”

Strengthening the Buildings
Retrofit Market [FOA #251]
► Earth Advantage Institute part of a
NASEO four-state team to implement
US DOE’s award for “Strengthening
the Buildings Retrofit” market that
includes the EPS (26,000 EPSs
estimated).
► Participating states: MA, WA, AL, VA

Goals & barriers addressed in FOA 251
► 12,150 whole home retrofits (2% of homes in targets)
► Savings of 309,336 MMBtus over the three years of the project
► Robust retrofit model expected to retrofit 76,550 homes and save
1,953,155 MMBtus by 2021
► Tiered consumer engagement
► EPS label to inform on home’s performance & recommendation
pathway
► Access to finance mechanisms
► Workforce training: auditors, contractors, Realtors, appraisers. MLS
► Policy toolkit
► M&V protocol

Briefing: Focus Groups on
Motivating Home Improvements
The information needed to empower Americans to
manage their energy diet fits together like a puzzle:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Raise awareness with a simple SCORE (their weight) that can be
included in marketing, on the MLS, etc…
BUT, this has no meaning on its own, so…
Give them a tool to understand it – A SCALE (a graphic display to
compare their current score and goals).
Give them a LABEL with more information to make good
decisions when they shop.
BUT, they can’t take action without clear steps, so…
Give them the full REPORT - a summary of information, plus for
existing homes step-by-step instructions to improve their homes
Researched and prepared by Newport Partners, LLC Aug, 2010

Nov 9th, 2010
Vice President Biden Announces Actions to
Build a Strong Home Energy Retrofit Market to
Increase Energy Efficiency, Savings for Families
……a new Home Energy Score program that will
help homeowners make cost-effective decisions
about home energy improvements

US DOE: Home Energy Score
►Voluntary label in pilot phase in communities in 10 states in 2011
►HES is a statistical score that compares a home's estimated total
energy consumption against a large group of homes in that
climate zone, then assigns a value of 1 to 10

►Earth Advantage Institute selected by US DOE to compare the
results of the Home Energy Score software tool (HES-Pro) to the
results of the Energy Performance Score (EPS) tool in the Seattle
5000 home pilot.

Home Energy Score
Pros
• Scoring quick and cheap
• Simple to read.
• DOE is maintaining BPI or RESNET certification as a requirement for assessors
• Recommendations are optional and can be left out by the assessor (con?).
Cons
• 10-point scoring is based on somewhat arbitrary bins. Recommend a continuous
technical scale.
• Uses RECS (Residential Energy Consumption Survey) data from all existing homes,
so little differentiation at the high end.
• Treatment of site vs source energy could be confusing to consumers.
• There are two different scales depending on whether the house is less than or
greater than 2200 sq. ft.
• Score will change over time as RECS gets updated, so score may not be timeless

EPS architecture

► Cloud-based database with embedded EPS SIMPLE algorithm
► Wireless data entry in the field.
► ARRA reporting

Auditor Interface: Audit Preview Screen

EPS architecture

Web Information
Portal

► Trust: consumer
ratings of
contractors
► Simplicity:
finance approval
& contractor bid
review and
scheduling
► Accountability:
Post-job EPS audit
validates
increased
performance

PNW Market Mechanism
• Incentivizing performance in new homes
• Reflecting premium in retrofitted homes
• Preferred mortgage rates on high performing EPS
homes (0.375% credit on closing up to $1,500 $2,500)
• Preferred homeowner insurance for high
performing EPS homes (10% discount)
• Links to regional MLS custom score fields
• Trained Realtors & appraisers
• EPS appraisal methodology underway

Summary
•
•
•
•
•

Energy labeling here to stay
Jury is out on the best “MPG” label
Legislative initiatives to include abound
Stakeholders embracing the EPS metric in PNW
US DOE Home Energy Score pilot and NASEO
FOA 251 pilot will valuable provide consumer
feedback
• Incentivizing performance vs thresholds will gain
traction

Thank you!
Download EPS Findings & Recommendations report at:
http://www.earthadvantage.org/program-tools/abouteps/eps/

Sean Penrith, spenrith@earthadvantage.org

